
Well my role as a Designer is
varied and never dull 

It is creative but also has a lot of project co-ordination elements and no two days are ever
the same!  As one day I might be measuring

up for blinds or curtains and the next I could be
visiting a flame proofing company having fabrics
fire retarded or drawing up a new bathroom suite.
But it is also great, because each project is unique
and I get to meet lots of different people which is
great as I am definitely a people person at heart.

Curtains and blinds are usually quite
diverse too - although at least Barbican
properties usually have straight walls unlike
period properties.  Sometimes I feel like I have
entered the world of “playschool”. I am currently
working on an interior design project in Victoria
and this apartment gave me the lets “look
through the round window” moment! These
round windows are quite beautiful but tricky to
dress, as I had to
be careful of the
stairs on one side
and the window
almost touching
the floor on the
other side!

Problem solving - To keep the space light yet
inviting, I chose a single wave curtain on a
corded system for both windows, as it made
opening the stair curtain easier due to the height.

This lovely silk pattern was hung on a
champagne finished pole with simple crystal glass
finials, creating a sumptuous yet elegant look.

If you are wanting to change a room
scheme but finding it difficult? Then my tip
is to make a list of items, colours or styles that
always make you feel good. Everybody is
different, but we all know what colours, styles or

particular items make us feel good or that you
love to be around. I also often recommend my
clients tear out images in magazines that inspire
them and keep them in a little scrap book, this
way you may see a pattern emerge, which will
steer you in the right direction.

Want to use a Designer but unsure how it
works – Don’t worry at the initial meeting, we
just want to understand your practical &
aspirational family requirements, budget and
timescale.
For this particular project outside the

Barbican, I knew that this room was to be both a
family space when the children were home, but
predominantly my client’s space for working and
relaxing, yet needed to feel cosy and interesting.
So I had a clear brief. 
It is always good if clients also advise what

they don’t like and how they tend to utilise the
space in more detail, which comes from the
Designer asking lots of questions usually.  I always
try to understand my clients habits and lifestyle
as much as possible.  Good design is not just
about making rooms look pretty, they have to be
functional for good design to last and be enjoyed
fully.  But engage with your designer as much as
possible as this is an exciting collaborative
process.

Measuring up – is vital when starting any
project and this project was certainly interesting
with its various sloping eaves.  Once that is done
then I can begin to consider the Ergonomics
i.e. the space and what will best fit within the
confines of the room.

INTERIOR DESIGN – WHAT DOES THAT ENTAIL AND
WHAT DOES A DESIGNER DO I AM SOMETIMES ASKED.

DÉCOR AND DESIGN
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Design - The germ of a scheme can come from
anywhere, but in this instance the client advised
me straight away that she really liked green and
purple, which has been an exciting and inspiring
combination. As these colours could become
quite overpowering, I am using a range of
textures such as silks, velvets and tweeds here.
We will meet with you on a number of
occasions during the development stage
to discuss and refine ideas.

Samples Boards - whether hand-made boards
or images on a computer, these help you and the
designer to firmly see how materials and colours
will work together. Below is an image showing all
the materials plus fabrics, I am using for this
project. 
NB this is a process and it usually takes a
few meetings to discuss and refine ideas
to produce the perfect scheme.

Curtain fabric. Purple base fabric for the 2 x sofas       
Oak flooring , Hand tufted purple rug, glass for the
coffee table with supporting metal finish in grey. Sofa
- The Napoleon Bee fabric in purple will be the
statement cushion, oblong green & purple velvet
cushions finished with touches of silks at either ends
will weave the green further into the scheme. 

Actively promoting British made is
something I feel strongly about - In this
project I am using a few gorgeous  products, such
as The Moreau sofa by Pinch, The purple
Napoleon Bee cushion by Timorous Beasties and
the Pebble Table by Ochre.

Deliniating areas in a room – A good tip is
to use rugs and always go for the largest one you
can afford.
The floors here are oak and a large tufted rug

in a gorgeous deep purple colour is being added
to bring in texture and colour, but will also
delineate the lounge from the study.

Rug and Oak flooring

To add interest and keep the light bouncing
around I have put in this unusual shaped
“Pebble” glass table 

Consider having bespoke Carpentry –
Which isn’t always more expensive than shop
bought pieces, but which will  definitely
maximise storage, which we all need living in
the Barbican!

Here there is a void under the eaves and I
am making 3 oak drawers to provide much
needed storage together with a book case. The
drawers are graded in size with the bottom,
deepest drawer to house a metal frame for filing
and decorative turned leather handles will be
fitted on the outside.  The top of the bookcase
will be perfect for a little light and/or decorative
items.

Designers can help you implement and
project co-ordinate works - to save you time.

Implementation & Project Coordination

Drawers being made

All images apart from the Sofa and Table are from Haynes Interiors 

If you have an interior design dilemma;  or need assistance with any of the following,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me Michele Haynes on 07984 884408.  Having
lived in the Barbican for over 20 years I am very familiar with the Barbican and its foibles!  

CURTAINS & BLINDS – Supply & Fit (usually within 4-6 weeks)
BATHROOM DESIGN & INSTALLATION

SINGLE OR MULTIPLE ROOM SCHEMES
SOURCING, ORDERING AND INSTALLATION OF FURNITURE & FIXTURES

SPECIAL OFFER – TO THE FIRST 5 PEOPLE WHO CONTACT HAYNES INTERIORS
via the Haynes Interiors website form: I will come out and visit with you for one hour and

try to assist you with any interior design queries you may have.

Michele Haynes on 07984 884408 
or email: m.haynes@haynesinteriors.co.uk 

or via the website on 
www.haynesinteriors.co.uk


